Dear Customer,

Although product lifetime and delivery period at ams AG are longer than at many other suppliers in the electronics industry, we are sorry to announce that further production of

iAQ-2000 Module LF DAC-IF Trox TRA (all versions reflected)
iAQ-3000 Module LF with connector TRA (all versions reflected)
iAQ-3100 Module LF PCB 5V TRA (all versions reflected)
iAQ-engine Module LF I2C & 0-5V-IF TRA (all versions reflected)
iAQ-engine Module LF initial phase TRA (all versions reflected)
AS-MLK TO 39 LF TRA (all versions reflected)
AS-MLN TO 39 LF TRA (all versions reflected)
AS-MLV TO 39 LF TRA (all versions reflected)
AS-MLC TO 39 LF TRA (all versions reflected)
AS-MLH TO 39 LF TRA (all versions reflected)
BEM-100 Module LF PWM-IF h.w. clip TRA (all versions reflected)

cannot be supported any longer.

Premstaetten, December 22, 2016
We would therefore like to ask for your kind cooperation in phasing out these products. To make the phase out as convenient as possible for you, we would like to agree on a delivery plan for your EOL orders with the following conditions:

- Last possible order placement: 30.06.2017
- Last shipment: 31.12.2017

Due to possible yield variances a quantity deviation of +/- 10% has to be accepted by the customer for the last time buy.

We are sorry for any inconvenience this may cause to you and hope that one of our other products will fit into your application. Our engineering team will be pleased to support you in evaluating the situation.

Please be aware, that all last possible order placement details have to be checked with ams AG previously.

Best regards,

Simon Scharpf
ams AG
Marketing Manager BL ENS